**Polar Marquis**

**Imo 9190298 | Year Built: 2014 | Flag: Norway**

---

**Sentinel Streamer Technology**

- 290kms of sentinel streamer
- Simultaneous streamer handling 4+ streamers
- Nautilus streamer steering
- Nautilus streamer positioning
- ORCA Positioning system
- Spread width 1500m

**Seismic Info**

- 500MB seismic data per shot
- Infield geophysics capacity including 256 cores, 300TB disk storage, and 4 tape drives
- Calibrated source with SHArpsig
- Gunlink 4000 source system

**Vessel Info**

- Classification: DNV | 1A1 | RP
- Propulsion: Dual Shaftline Diesel
- Fuel Type: HFO
- Gross Tonnage: 13,339
- Length: 119m
- Breadth: 26m
- Draft: 7m
- Spread: Towed
- Endurance at Sea: 85 Days
- Bollard Pull @ 5Kts: >200 Tonnes
- Communications: Dual VSAT 3072 KB BW
- Max. Transit Speed: 14 Knots

Summary as of March 2019

Shearwater reserves the right to alter specifications without prior notice.